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Abstract

We argue that the empirical strategies for estimation of the inter-

generational elasticity of lifetime earnings that are currently employed

in the literature might not eliminate bias arising from life-cycle effects.

Specifically, we demonstrate theoretically and empirically that proce-

dures based on the generalized errors-in-variables model suggested by

Haider and Solon (2006) may not yield unbiased or consistent esti-

mates. Swedish registry data are used to analyse the magnitude of the

remaining bias in a typical application. We further discuss why the con-

sideration of differential earnings growth rates across sub-populations

may not yield unbiased or consistent estimates, and argue that instru-

mental variable estimators will not identify an upper bound for the

true population parameter.
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Introduction

The intergenerational transmission of economic status within families is of-
ten measured by the intergenerational elasticity between parents’ and chil-
dren’s lifetime earnings. A large and growing literature has estimated this
parameter in order to analyze the extent of intergenerational mobility across
countries, as well as across time and subgroups within countries. Unfortu-
nately, the empirical identification strategies employed in the early literature
have been shown to yield biased estimates1 and successive improvements of
the methodology led to large scale corrections in estimates. For example, the
intergenerational elasticity of earnings for fathers and sons in the U.S. was
estimated to be less than 0.2 among early studies (surveyed in Becker and
Tomes (1986)), ranged between about 0.3 and 0.5 in the studies surveyed
in Solon (1999), and is estimated to be around 0.6 or above in more recent
studies like Mazumder (2005) and Gouskova, Chiteji, and Stafford (2009).

While estimates in early empirical studies suffered primarily from a severe
attenuation bias arising from measurement error in short spans of earnings
data, Jenkins (1987) identifies systematic changes in earnings over the life-
cycle as additional source of inconsistencies. Haider and Solon (2006); Grawe
(2006) and Vogel (2006) each propose refined estimation methods in order to
eliminate such life-cycle bias and to reach consistent estimates of the inter-
generational elasticity parameter. The generalized errors-in-variable model
discussed in Haider and Solon (2006) has since been widely adopted as mo-
tivation for empirical strategies in the intergenerational mobility literature.

Our objective is to demonstrate that these refined methods might not re-
move the life-cycle bias in intergeneratinal mobility studies and might there-
fore not yield unbiased or consistent estimates. Moreover, we show that
instrumental variable estimators will not yield an upper bound for the true
population parameter. As of its widespread adoption we specifically focus
on the generalized errors-in-variable model proposed in Haider and Solon
(2006), and present a detailed theoretical and empirical analysis on why the
model might not be directly applicable in intergenerational mobility studies.
Swedish registry data that contains nearly lifelong earning trajectories are
used to analyse the magnitude of the remaining bias in a typical application.
We find [preliminary findings] that the bias is [...] substantial, and that this
holds true for a range of variants of the estimation procedure.

While we focus on the identification problem in the context of the liter-
ature on the intergenerational elasticity of lifetime earnings, the discussion
should be generally relevant for any application in which interest lies on pa-
rameters that are based on within-group (e.g. within-family) correlation of
partially observed characteristics that possibly change over the life-cycle.2

1See Solon (1999) for a comprehensive evaluation of the early empirical literature.
2For example, identification of the correlation in lifetime earnings of siblings or of

the correlation in consumption preferences within families will be complicated by similar
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The first section describes the general methodology and reviews the iden-
tifying assumptions employed in the early literature. The following sections
review estimation procedures which are based on more recent methodological
improvements: the generalized errors-in-variables model suggested by Haider
and Solon (2006) theoretically in section 2 and empirically in section 3. The
structural estimation of life-cycle patterns as proposed by Vogel (2006) in
section 4, instrumental variable methods in section 5.

1 Literature Review

In intergenerational mobility studies, interest often lies on the linear regres-
sion of (real) log lifetime earnings of the father in family i, y∗f,i, on log lifetime
earnings of his son, y∗s,i,3

y∗s,i = α + βy∗f,i + �i (1)

where �i is uncorrelated with the regressor y∗f,i. As of the log-specification,
the coefficient β can be interpreted as the intergenerational elasticity of a
son’s lifetime earnings with respect to the father’s lifetime earnings, and a
one percent increase in father’s earnings raises expectations on son’s earn-
ings by β percents. The coefficient reflects correlation and does not allow
for any specific interpretation of causality. The intercept allows for shifts
of mean labor earnings of sons compared to mean earnings of fathers4 and
captures the share of mean lifetime earnings of sons which is not explained
by variation in the lifetime earnings of fathers.

As currently employed data sets do not contain complete lifetime earnings
profiles, the crucial methodological challenge stems from the requirement to
obtain approximations of lifetime earnings y∗i . Note that the availability of
better data would not generally solve the identification problem, since data
sets will never contain complete lifetime earnings profiles for contemporary
populations.

methodological problems. See Black and Devereux (2010) for a review of research on
various family characteristics.

3We select this baseline case since the stronger labor market participation of men facil-
itates the analysis. See Corak (2006) for a recent cross-country survey. A large literature
exists on intergenerational mobility in other familiy dimensions (mothers and daughters or
sibling correlations) and in other income concepts (such as family or household income),
for which our analysis is equally relevant. See Björklund and Jäntti (2009) for a recent
survey of the extensive literature. [DID NOT FOUND JOURNAL CITATION: Blanden
(2009) reviews a broader set of measures of intergenerational persistence.]

4Lifetime earnings have to be discounted to a common base time if the year of birth
varies among sampled fathers. Otherwise β will contain earning correlations between
fathers and sons arising from shared experience of economic growth shocks through the
correlation between father’s and son’s year of birth.
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Approximation of Lifetime Earnings

Let yi be some observed proxy for unobserved log lifetime earnings of an
individual in family i, e.g. the logarithm of a single yearly earning observa-
tion, an average measure of multiple earning observations, or a more complex
estimate based on such yearly earning observations. Let

ys,i = y∗s,i + us,i

with y∗s,i as unobserved true log lifetime earnings of the son in family i and
us,i as measurement error. Similarly, denote

yf,i = y∗f,i + uf,i

with uf,i as the measurement error in log lifetime earnings of fathers. Gen-
erally, the probability limit of the ordinary least square estimator of a linear
regression of approximated log lifetime earnings of sons ys on approximated
log earnings of fathers yf can be expressed as

plim β̂OLS =
Cov(yf , ys)
V ar(yf )

=
Cov(y∗f + uf , y∗s + us)

V ar(y∗f + uf )

=
β V ar(y∗f ) + Cov(y∗f , us) + Cov(y∗s , uf ) + Cov(us, uf )

V ar(y∗f ) + V ar(uf ) + 2 Cov(y∗f , uf )
(2)

where for the last step we used equation (1) to substitute for y∗s,i and ap-
plied the covariance restriction Cov(y∗f,i, �i) = 0. It follows that the OLS es-
timator of the intergenerational elasticity in lifetime earnings could be down-
or upward biased, and that the covariance between measurement errors us

and uf as well as between measurement errors and true earnings y∗s and y∗f
has a crucial impact on consistency. The evolution of identification strategies
employed in the literature in the last decades can be broadly categorized in
terms of changes in the assumptions on this covariance structure.

First Generation Literature

Many studies in the early literature on intergenerational earnings mobility,
surveyed in Section V of Becker and Tomes (1986), neglected the problem of
measurement errors in lifetime earnings status. Often just single-year earn-
ing observations were used as proxy for lifetime earnings, thereby implicitly
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assuming that

Cov(y∗f , us) = Cov(y∗s , uf ) = Cov(us, uf ) = Cov(y∗f , uf ) = 0
and

V ar(uf ) = 0

Existence of measurement errors in lifetime earning status violates the
latter assumption, so that estimates of the elasticity of lifetime earnings
suffered from a severe attenuation bias. Resulting estimates of the inter-
generational elasticity of earnings were therefore too low, estimates of the
intergenerational earnings mobility too large.

Second Generation Literature

The problem that measurement error in lifetime earnings of fathers will lead
to an attenuation bias was first recognized in Atkinson (1980) and was fre-
quently addressed in the second wave of studies in the literature, which has
been surveyed in Solon (1999). But the conventional assumption remained
that the measurement errors us and uf are random noise, independent of each
other and of true earnings y∗s , y

∗
f . The fact that earnings growth over age had

to be accounted for was recognized, but it was assumed that the inclusion
of age controls in the regression equation would be sufficient to account for
both generations’ life-cycle variation in annual earnings. Assumptions on
the covariances in equation (2) were therefore that

Cov(y∗f , us) = Cov(y∗s , uf ) = Cov(us, uf ) = Cov(y∗f , uf ) = 0
and

V ar(uf ) �= 0

If these assumptions hold, the probability limit of the estimator reduces
to

plim β̂OLS = β
V ar(y∗f )

V ar(y∗f ) + V ar(uf )

This is the classical errors-in-variables model for scalar regressors; in-
consistencies are limited to the classical attenuation bias in β̂ towards zero,
introduced by measurement error in the earnings of fathers only. An in-
crease in the number of earning observations of sampled fathers increases
the signal-to-noise ratio in yf and thereby decreases the attenuation bias.
In contrast, measurement error in the earnings of sons is not a source of
inconsistency in such model. The parameter β is identified if the number of
earning observations for fathers is sufficiently large, if a consistent estimator
for the attenuation factor can be derived, or if moment restrictions on the
measurement errors can be justified, e.g. by inferring the distribution of the
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measurement errors from a different data set. Researchers typically used
averages of multiple earning observations for fathers to increase the signal-
to-noise ratio while giving less attention to measurement errors in lifetime
earnings of sons.

Recent Literature

More recently the focus in the literature has been on the existence of non-
classical measurement error that arises from approximation of lifetime earn-
ings by current earnings at specific stages of individuals’ life-cycles. An early
theoretical discussion can be found in Jenkins (1987). Analyzing a simple
model of life-cycle earnings, Jenkins finds that approximation of lifetime
earnings by yearly earnings in equation (1) will bias the estimate β as of life-
cycle effects. He concludes that theoretically the direction of this life-cycle
bias is ambiguous, that the bias can be large, and that it will not necessarily
be smaller when one uses samples of fathers and sons in the same age.

Further evidence that a textbook errors-in-variables model is not appro-
priate in the intergenerational mobility context has been given by Björklund
(1993) and Reville (1995). Björklund shows that the correlation between cur-
rent and transitory earnings varies strongly across the life-cycle in Sweden,
which implies that estimates of intergenerational mobility will be sensitive
to the age distribution of sampled fathers and sons. Reville shows that esti-
mates for the intergenerational elasticity of earnings increase with the age of
sampled sons. Solon’s (1999) survey of the intergenerational mobility litera-
ture confirms this pattern - the studies that estimate the smallest elasticities
tend to be those that observe sons’ earnings early in their careers. Solon
(2002) concludes that “this pattern arises because the measurement error in
son’s early earnings as a proxy for his long-run earnings is not of the classical
textbook variety”.

Employing a simple model of earnings formation, Haider and Solon (2006)
show that the common practice of controlling for the central tendency of
earnings growth in the population will therefore not suffice, as heterogeneous
variation around the average earnings growth rate will bias intergenerational
elasticity estimates.5 Specifically, the inclusion of age or experience controls
in a mean regression like equation (1) will control for mean age or experience
effects only, and will not capture heterogeneous variation of earnings growth
around the mean growth rate. The study of H&S was replicated in B&L
using Swedish data and showed strikingly similar patterns.

This argument has also been illustrated by Vogel (2006). Vogel argues
that the earning growth of highly educated workers is often steeper than the
mean earnings growth in the population. Since available data tends to cover
annual earning observations for sons at early and for fathers at later age

5These arguments are also discussed in a meta study by Grawe (2006).
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the approximation of log lifetime earnings y∗i with annual earnings data will
result in lifetime earnings of highly educated sons to be underestimated and
lifetime earnings of highly educated fathers to be overestimated, even after
accounting for the central tendency of earnings growth in the population.
The expectation of measurement error conditional on high education E will
be non-zero; E(uf |Ef = high) > 0, E(us|Es = high) < 0, and vice versa for
lowly educated individuals. If educational achievement is correlated within
families and if higher education tends to lead to higher lifetime earnings we
have

Cov(y∗f , us) < 0 , Cov(y∗s , uf ) < 0 , Cov(us, uf ) < 0 and Cov(y∗f , uf ) > 0

and it follows from equation (2) that the non-classical measurement errors
would bias β̂OLS further towards zero than implied by the simple errors-in-
variables model with independent measurement errors.

Indeed, in extreme cases the probability limit of the OLS estimator might
be negative. Various refined estimation procedures have been proposed and
applied in the literature to address this life-cycle bias. we proceed to discuss
the most popular refinement in detail.

2 Age Restrictions in Sample Selection

Haider and Solon (2006) formulate a generalized errors-in-variables model
for the relationship between current and lifetime earnings that incorporates
some life-cycle related departures from a textbook errors-in-variables model.
While the model is more general in scope, the authors cite the intergenera-
tional mobility literature as one of the potential application fields, demon-
strating the need for the literature to move beyond the classical errors-in-
variables model. Analyzing the generalized errors-in-variables model Haider
and Solon conclude that left-side measurement error is innocuous for con-
sistency in OLS estimation of the intergenerational elasticity if unobserved
lifetime earnings of sons are proxied by observed annual earnings at a certain
age.

This generalized errors-in-variable model has been widely adopted as
motivation for empirical strategies in the intergenerational mobility literature
and the procedure of measuring earnings around mid-life has since been
frequently applied.6

6Among others, in Dahl and DeLeire (2008) and Gouskova, Chiteji, and Stafford (2009)
for the United States; in Eisenhauer and Pfeiffer (2008) and Schnitzlein (2008) for Ger-
many; in Bohlmark and Lindquist (2006), Björklund, Lindahl, and Plug (2006), Björk-
lund, Jäntti, and Solon (2007) and Björklund, Jäntti, and Lindquist (2009) for Sweden;
in Nilsen, Vaage, Aakvik, and Jacobsen (2008) for Norway; in Raaum, Bratsberg, Røed,
Österbacka, Eriksson, Jäntti, and Naylor (2007) for Denmark, Finland, Norway, the UK
and the US; in Nicoletti and Ermisch (2007) for the UK; in Cervini Pla (2009) for Spain;
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Following Haider and Solon’s analysis step by step, we intend to show
in this section theoretically that the model might not be readily applicable
to the intergenerational mobility literature since one of the underlying as-
sumptions is potentially violated in this application field. The procedure of
approximating lifetime earnings by annual earnings at a certain age does then
not necessarily remove the life-cycle bias, and might thus not lead to con-
sistent or unbiased estimates of the intergenerational elasticity parameter.
We will back up this theoretical proposition with an empirical application
presented in the next section.

The Generalized Errors-in-Variables Model

Haider and Solon employ a simple model of earnings formation in which yit,
the log real earnings of an individual in family i in year t of his career, follows

yit = ηi + γit (3)

Both initial log earnings ηi and the earnings growth rate γi vary across
the population with variance σ2

η and α2
γ , respectively. For simplicity zero

covariance between ηi and γi, infinite lifetimes, and a constant real interest
rate r > γi are assumed. The log of the present value of lifetime earnings y∗i
is thereby

y∗i = log (
∞�

s=0

exp(ηi + γis)s(1 + r)−s)

= ηi + log(1 + r)− log(1 + r − exp(γi)) (4)
∼= ηi + log(1 + r)− log(r − γi)

It follows that the slope coefficient in the regression of current log annual
earnings yit on the log lifetime earnings y∗i (simplifying further by y∗i

∼=
ηi + r − log r + γi

r ) equals

λt =
Cov(y∗i , yit)

V ar(y∗i )
∼=

σ2
η + tσ2

γ/r

σ2
η + σ2

γ/r2

Haider and Solon note that the association between current and lifetime
earnings varies systematically across the life-cycle, contrary to a textbook
errors-in-variables model in which measurement error is assumed to be inde-
pendent of true values. Measurement error in current earnings as a proxy for
lifetime earnings can therefore lead to inconsistency in intergenerational elas-
ticity estimates even when the errors are on the left hand side of a regression
model as given in equation (1).

in Piraino (2007) and Mocetti (2007) for Italy; in Lefranc, Ojima, and Yoshida (2008) for
Japan and France.
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Haider and Solon’s proposed solution is to approximate lifetime earnings
by annual earnings at a certain age. Intuition is given in figure 1 in Haider
and Solon (2006), in which the authors depict that for two individuals with
different earning trajectories there will nevertheless exist an age t∗ for which
the difference between current log earnings and the log of annuitized present
discounted value of lifetime earnings (hereinafter referred to as log annuitized
lifetime earnings) is the same for both individuals. While at age t∗ current
earnings might be a misrepresentation of lifetime earnings, the distance be-
tween the current log earning trajectories of both workers equals the distance
between their log annuitized lifetime earnings. The authors conclude that
the textbook errors-in-variables model holds at this age t∗.

This insight can then be applied to the regression model given in equa-
tion (1). Haider and Solon first focus on left hand side measurement error
and assume that y∗s,i is not observed and hence proxied by ys,it, log annual
earnings of sons at age t. Their generalized errors-in-variables model is given
by

ys,it = λty
∗
s,i + us,it (5)

where λt is the slope coefficient in the linear projection of ys,it on y∗s,i,
which varies over the life-cycle. By construction us,it is uncorrelated with
y∗s,i. Using the regression equation (1) to substitute for y∗s,i gives

ys,it = λtα + λtβy∗f,i + λt�i + us,it (6)

Then, if ordinary least square is applied to the regression of ys,it on y∗f,i
the probability limit of the estimated coefficient reduces to

plim β̂OLS =
β λt V ar(y∗f ) + Cov(y∗f , us,t)

V ar(y∗f )

= β λt +
Corr(y∗f , us,t) σus,t

σy∗
f

(7)

Haider and Solon make the assumption that the error us,it is uncorre-
lated with the regressor y∗f,i and conclude that left-side measurement error
in lifetime earnings is innocuous for consistency if the sample is restricted
to annual earning observations of sons around an age t for which λt is suffi-
ciently close to one.

Applicability in the Intergenerational Mobility Literature

We argue that this generalised errors-in-variables model might not be readily
applicable in the context of the intergenerational mobility literature since
the correlation between the error us,it and fathers’ log lifetime earnings y∗f,i
should not be expected to be zero.
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Figure 1: Illustrative Example of Log Annual Earning Trajectories
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Notes: Illustrative Example. For each worker, the upward-sloping line depicts log annual
earnings by age, the horizontal line depicts log annuitized lifetime earnings.

First, note that for more than two individuals we will generally not find
some age t∗ at which annual earnings are an undistorted approximation for
lifetime earnings. Figure 1 illustrates this argument by plotting life-cycle
trajectories of log earnings for workers 1 and 2 (as in figure 1 in Haider
and Solon (2006)) and an additional worker 3. The horizontal lines depict
log annuitized lifetime earnings, the difference between workers’ log lifetime
earnings is therefore given by the vertical distance between the horizontal
lines. At age t∗1 the distance between current earnings trajectories equals the
distance between the horizontal lines for worker 1 and worker 2, at age t∗2 for
worker 1 and worker 3. There exists no age for which these distances are equal
for all three workers at the same time. Note that this result does not depend
on any peculiarities in the earnings growth process. Even for a simple linear
formation of log annual earnings, as given by equation (3), the difference
between log earnings yit and the log annuitized lifetime earnings depends
on the earnings growth rate γi; will have the same value for at most two
distinctive realizations of γi; and will therefore systematically differ across
individuals at any age t (see proof in Appendix A1).

This insight clarifies that the slope coefficient λt is merely a population
parameter that reflects how differences in current earnings and differences
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in lifetime earnings relate on average in the population at age t. Individuals
will nevertheless deviate from this population average relationship as their
annual earnings still over- or understate their lifetime earnings. The error
us,it will therefore differ across individuals.

Decisive for intergenerational mobility studies is that the parameter λt

contains no information on if such idiosyncratic deviations correlate within
families. The assumption that us,it is uncorrelated with y∗f,i corresponds
to the conjecture that these idiosyncratic deviations do not correlate within
families, so that individuals have the same expected relation between current
and lifetime earnings regardless of family background. It excludes, for exam-
ple, the possibility that a father’s lifetime earnings y∗f,i correlate with career
outcomes and therefore the shape of earning trajectories of his children.

A somehow artificial but thereby simple example illustrates how cor-
relation of us,it to parental characteristics might arise. Imagine an utopian
society in which, while idiosyncratic variation in earning trajectories exist, in-
tergenerational mobility is perfect (parental earnings to not predict earnings
of offspring). Assume for simplicity that human capital tends to increases
earnings after age t∗, so that log annual earnings at age t∗ tend to underesti-
mate log lifetime earnings of graduates (us,it tends to be negative). Assume
the society now introduces a new policy which favours university attendance
of offspring from low-earning parents while keeping overall university atten-
dance constant.7 Correlation between us,it and parental characteristics arises
since graduates (us,it predominantly negative) tend to come from relatively
poor families (y∗f,i predominantly negative).

Technically, the conjecture that the error us,it is uncorrelated with the
regressor y∗f,i can be examined by deriving the elements of us,it for a given
earnings formation model and analyzing its relation to y∗f,i. Denote the
individual-specific ratio of log annual earnings to log lifetime earnings by λit

and express log annual earnings as ys,it = λity∗s,i. Rewrite the error us,it as
us,it = (λit − λt)y∗s,i and substitute for us,it in equation (6),

ys,it = λtα + λtβy∗f,i + λt�i + (λit − λt)y∗s,i

We demonstrate in Appendix A.2 that λit varies with respect to individuals’
earnings growth rates across all t, even for simple log-linear earning trajec-
tories as generated by equation (3). Furthermore, fathers’ lifetime earnings
y∗f,i depend on fathers’ earning growth rates. If we suspect that lifetime
earnings correlate within families we might also expect that earning growth
rates correlate within families. Combination of these arguments implies that
Cov(us,it, y∗f,i) �= 0, as formally shown in Appendix A.3.

We conclude that the probability limit of the estimated coefficient from
an OLS regression of sons’ current log earnings ys,it on the regressor y∗f,i does

7As an example, the German Democratic Republic had policies in place to push uni-
versity attendance of working-class children.
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not necessarily equal λtβ since correlation between us,it and y∗f,i might cause
an omitted variable bias; this bias is a specific variant of the familiar life-cycle
bias that has been described in Jenkins (1987). Estimates of β might also
suffer from life-cycle bias in the case of right hand side measurement error
in which unobserved log lifetime earnings of fathers are approximated by log
annual earnings at age t for which λt = 1 while lifetime earnings of sons are
perfectly observed (see Appendix A.4). The size of the life-cycle bias can be
derived for specific functional forms of the earnings growth process.

3 Empirical application

The magnitude of the life-cycle bias depends on the nature of the variation
in individual life-cycle earnings trajectories. Even in the presence of het-
erogeneous variation in the shape of life-cycle earning trajectories we might
expect that log earning trajectories tend to reach their log annuitized lifetime
earnings equivalent close to some point in mid-life.8 If individuals merely
differ with respect to their average earnings growth rates then log earnings
around age t for which λt = 1 can be a good approximation of log annuitized
lifetime earnings for all individuals; the life-cycle bias in intergenerational
elasticity estimates will be relatively small. But if the shape of individ-
ual life-cycle trajectories differs in more complicated ways then log earnings
around that age can severely misrepresent log annuitized lifetime earnings of
some individuals9; the life-cycle bias can then be relatively large.

Simulation studies performed in Stuhler (2010) confirm this theoretical
prediction but do not allow to make reasonable statements about the size of
the bias, since the bias varies strongly with the assumptions on the earnings
generating process. Furthermore, besides the previously discussed theoretical
argument on the nature of earning growth rates it might also be the case that
transitory shocks in earnings correlate within families and thereby contribute
to the life-cycle bias. For this reason we perform an empirical analysis with
long Swedish panel data that allow for comparisons of estimates based on
annual data and estimates based on nearly lifelong income spans, thereby
leading to direct estimates of the size of the remaining life-cycle bias in a
relevant application.

8By the intermediate value theorem, if a function y = f(x) is continuous on the interval
[a, b], and u is a number between f(a) and f(b), then there exists a c ∈ [a, b] such that
f(c) = u. Let y denote yearly earnings, x age, and u annuitized lifetime earnings. If
we assume that f ��(x) = 0 then f(x) is a straight line and a point c where yearly earn-
ings equate annuitized lifetime earnings will lie exactly in the middle of the age interval.
More generally, the smaller f ��(x) is in absolute terms (e.g. earnings growth rates change
gradually over age), the closer point c will lie to the middle of the age interval.

9Jenkins (2009) demonstrates strong heterogeneity in the shape of earning trajectories
across individuals in the U.K. and concludes that the ”[...] trajectories collectively look
like cooked spaghetti”.
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3.1 Data

Swedish register data offer a range of possibilities for the study of the nature
of life-cycle bias. The tax register data include annual incomes covering a
uniquely long period of nearly 50 years for a large and representative share of
the population. Moreover, Statistics Sweden’s multigenerational register10

enables the identification of children and parents. Education registers and
census data provides reliable information on other important factors such
as level of schooling and migration. In relation to this, we need to make a
number of decisions on how to select our sample.

Firstly, throughout the study the focus will be on sons and their biological
fathers. This restriction can be regarded as “baseline” in the literature and
since we aim at making a methodological point rather than uncovering new
real-world facts on mobility, we argue it is suitful also in this paper. To
both fathers and sons we merged income data for the years 1960-2007.11

The income measure we use is total pre-tax net income (sammanräknad
nettoinkomst), which is the sum of an individual’s labor (and labor-related)
earnings, early-age pensions, and net income from one’s own business and
capital realizations. This measure was chosen since most other measures
(including labor earnings) only are available from 1968.

The main analysis focuses on three cohorts of sons born 1958-1960. More
cohorts might have been used, but then the possible confounding effect from
trends in mobility across time would have become an increasing concern.12

Earlier cohorts of sons might have been used but then increasingly many fa-
thers would have had their first income observations not before they were in
their late twenties. Conversely, later cohorts of sons are not included, since
we wanted to follow the sons at least until age 47. The sample selection pro-
cedure at this stage was thus largely governed by the objective of extracting
pairs of fathers and sons with as long, and as comparable, life-cycle streams
of income as possible. To avoid to much heterogeneity in fathers’ observed
income spans, the sample is restricted to those pairs where the father was
no older than 28 years of age at the son’s birth. This implies that young
fathers and first-born sons are overrepresented in the sample. Worth noting,
however, is that our sample includes uniquely long spans of income for pairs
of fathers and sons, and that no other data source would be able to provide
something similar.13

There are also a number of other sample restriction issues at varying
levels of importance one needs to take into account. After having secured

10This register covers parental identification codes for all children who were born in
Sweden from 1932 onwards or have lived in Sweden at any time since 1961.

11Income data from 1967 are however missing in the register.
12Björklund et al.(2009) have documented the trends in mobility across time by looking

at brother correlations. Although the mobility reported for the cohorts born from 1950
and onwards seem relatively stable, there is clearly some changes over time also after 1950.

13A couple of other Nordic countries have similar data from around 1970.
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as long and as comparable income histories as possible for both fathers and
sons, we however decided to follow the position of Haider and Solon (2006),
and Böhlmark and Lindquist (2006) on these issues. Thus, the sample is
restricted to pairs in which both the father and the son had positive income
in at least ten years during their respective careers.14 Excluded from the
sample were pairs where either the father or the son died before age 47,
where sons immigrated to Sweden after age 16, and those who migrated on
a long-term basis (at least 10 years). Finally, all incomes are in 2005 prices,
and guide lined by H&S and B&L an annual discount rate of 2 percent was
used to calculate discounted present value of lifetime income.15 All in all,
the resulting main sample consists of 4626 pairs of sons and fathers, with
sons’ incomes measured annually from age 22 to age 48 (on average), and
fathers’ incomes measured from age 25 (on average) to age 65. The most
essential descriptive statistics are summarized in Table 1 below.

Table 1: Summary statistics per cohort of sons, means (and sd within par)

Cohort Father’s age Ln son’s Ln father’s Number of Number of Number of
at birth lifetime lifetime income income pairs(N)
of son income income obs(son) obs(father)

All 24.4 12.1 11.9 26.3 35.9 4626
(2.4) (.46) (.47) (2.2) (5.1)

1958 23.7 12 11.9 27.4 35.5 1249
(2.1) (.41) (.45) (2.2) (5.3)

1959 24.4 12.1 11.9 26.4 35.8 1581
(2.2) (.49) (.47) (2.2) (5)

1960 24.9 12.1 11.9 25.4 36.3 1796
(2.5) (.46) (.49) (2) (5.1)

There are a couple of drawbacks with the data used in this study. First,
in order to get the long income series we are forced to use the measure
total income, whereas e.g. H&S use labor earnings. Although this prevents
us from exactly replicating the sample selection procedure they use, total
income should logically be a relevant measure of economic status, and, more
importantly, Böhlmark and Lindquist (2006) actually studied and found that

14This criterion is less restrictive than e.g. requiring positive earnings in every year,
which is quite common in earnings dynamics studies. This is however the baseline used
by H&S, and would also be very restrictive in our case given the large number of annual
observations the lifetime measure is based on. The main analysis includes years of zero
earnings, but we also perform analysis based only on the positive earnings observations
only. As sensitivity check, we also perform the analysis with the sample restricted to those
with at least ten years of non-missing income.

15For the discounting, age 20 was used as base year for both sons and fathers. Hence,
individuals of the same generation but with different year of birth have different base years
for their present discounted value.
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the two measures yield largely the same results for intergenerational mobility
of sons.16 Furthermore, the resulting sample is not totally representative of
the whole population. The exclusion of some migrants and early deceased
is however a convention in the literature and including them would instead
result in other, potentially more grave problems. The use of tax register
data could cause some concern about missing data in the low end of the
distribution if individuals have no incomes to declare. The nature of the
Swedish system however provide strong incentives for low income earners
to declare some taxable income since it opens the door to the system of
social insurances and benefits. Hence, this caveat most likely only applies
to a very minor subgroup of the population. What is of more importance
is that our restrictions excludes pairs with older fathers.17 This implies a
non-trivial degree of homogeneity in the sample. Although this is by no
means an advantage, we can expect that if any bias is detected for this
particular sample, it’s size is most probably underestimated with respect to
the population.

The Swedish data we use however also have several clear advantages.
First, there is no attrition from the original sample due to the need to ask
permission from individuals to access their tax records. In Sweden, these
records are in the public domain. Second, the data pertain to all jobs and
all taxable sources of income. Third, our data are not right-censored and
left-censoring is most probably a minor issue. Fourth, we use tax declaration
based register data which is believed to suffer from low levels of measurement
errors common in survey data. Fifth, and most important, we have annual
data from 1960 to 2007 which gives us nearly career-long series of income for
both sons and their fathers. Overall, the data are the best possible for the
purpose of this study.

3.2 Empirical strategy

To study the quantitative relevance of the potential bias laid out in previous
sections we apply a simple and straightforward method. The test essentially
departs from the equations above18 and has its main focus on measurement
error in the dependent variable. As a start, we have our “true” measures
of lifetime income for both fathers and sons based on our long data series

16Böhlmark and Lindquist (2006) also discuss a couple of technical concerns regarding
the total income measure for Sweden and over this time period in particular, e.g. due to tax
reforms and changes in administrative routines. – Discuss the potential measurement error
biases from these changes and how these potential problems can be sensitivity checked by
e.g. looking at sub-samples that shouldn’t be that affected by the tax reform (cutting the
top off) or the taxation of benefits (cutting the bottom off).

17Fathers could be at most 28 at the time of the son’s birth.
18Equations (6), (7), and (8) in Haider and Solon (2006).
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of annual income, i.e. y∗s,i and y∗f,i.
19 This enables us to estimate “true”

β�s for the relevant samples (“true” in the sense that it is not biased due
to measurement error). These serve as benchmarks which will be related to
the β̂�s we estimate by applying the common practice in the literature based
on Haider and Solon (2006), i.e. estimating equation (6) at t* under the
assumption of uncorrelated measurement errors.

More specifically, consider equation (5) and the individual error us,it

which is son i ’s deviation from his lifetime income at time t. At t* this
deviation is on average a small number in the sample as a whole, but not
necessarily at the individual level. If the individual deviation of the son
correlates with the father’s lifetime income y∗f,i, equation (6) will fail to
estimate β consistently, even when using current income at t*. Thus, our
test focuses on this equation and its assumption of uncorrelated measurement
errors. Having estimated the “true” β in equation (1) for the sample, our
second step is to go on to estimate equation (5) for the same sample. This
provides us with an age t* where λt is closest to one, i.e. the age for which
current income is the best representation of lifetime income at the sample
level. If current income of sons at t* is then regressed on “true” lifetime
income of fathers (equation (6)) for the same sample, the resulting β̂ should
equal our “true” β if the assumption of uncorrelated measurement error holds.
At t* however, λt will not necessarily equal exactly one, only be “closest” to
one. Hence, β̂ should be marginally adjusted according to equation (6) by
a factor λ−1

t . We can now let b(β̂t) = β̂t/λt − βt denote the estimated bias.
If b(β̂t) �= 0, then we can suspect that for our sample an OLS estimator will
not estimate the intergenerational elasticity without a bias, even not when
using current income at t*.

The result of Haider and Solon however applies in the probability limit.
In a finite sample like ours, it might of course happen that us,it by chance
correlates with y∗f,i such that b(β̂t) �= 0. To test whether this is a small
sample artifact or not, we do the analysis above on smaller randomized sub-
samples of our main sample. Many random draws at different sample sizes
are then compiled and if it we find a tendency that b(β̂t) → 0 as we increase
the sample size, then the H&S method might be correct, at least in larger
samples. If, on the other hand, b(β̂t) acts stable as the sample size is varied,
then there is a case against this method.

19These are of course not exactly true since we lack some years of income, especially
for the sons. This is however irrelevant for the validity of the strategy of this paper. One
could just think of the results as what one would get given that our measure of “true”
lifetime income actually is the exact true measure. It is nevertheless an advantage that
our measure also most likely is very close to the exact true measure when we consider the
magnitude of the potential bias and its implications in practice for the literature.
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3.3 Evidence on the relevance of life-cycle bias

We begin by estimating λt from age 22 to age 49 for our sample of sons
born 1958-1960 (see Figure 2).20 These men are born 25-30 years after the
cohorts studied by Haider and Solon, and Böhlmark and Lindquist, although
the latter study also extends the analysis with men born around 1950. The
trend that they found – that the later cohorts’ estimate of λt keeps rising
almost in a monotonic fashion, at least up until age 50 – is confirmed by our
data as well.

This is in contrast with what was found for the earlier cohorts, for which
λt by and large stabilized itself around one in their early 30s and stayed
there for some 20 years. Surely, the main sample of sons in this paper only
record incomes up until about age 48, whereas the previous studies with
a strict focus on one generation only could expand the age profile to even
older ages. Although this should have no effect on the internal validity of
our examination of life-cycle bias, it is instructive to expand the age profile
somewhat by looking at an older cohort. Therefore, the evolution of λt

across the age profile is also estimated for the cohort born in 1952 (with
current incomes from age 22 to age 55). This cohort’s age profile of λt is in
Figure 16 in the appendix. The pattern is by and large the same as for the
1958-1960 cohorts; λt passes one at around their mid-30s but then however
keeps rising well up to their early 50s. Among other things, the evidence
indicates that current income is a grave misrepresentation of lifetime income
all throughout the 40s of ones career. The indication noted by Böhlmark
and Lindquist of a trend shift between cohorts born in the early 1930s and
cohorts of the early 1950s regarding the evolution of income across the life-
cycle is thus confirmed by our data. This observation in itself has some
interesting and important implications for a broader literature, something
that however is beyond the scope of this paper.21 For our cohorts of sons, λt

is close to one at age 33. Hence, t* can be close to this age. Furthermore, our
estimates evolve in a more smooth fashion as the cohorts age as compared to
the relative noisiness found in the previous studies, something that probably
can be attributed directly to our larger sample size.

In order to estimate the relevance of life-cycle bias, a number of regres-
sions are estimated at different ages of the sons. This results in a set of
parameters at each age which in turn are used to arrive at an approximation
of the bias. Importantly, at each age the sample is balanced over the differ-

20The corresponding results for θtare in the appendix.
21For example, whereas previously observations of annual income between the ages

30 and 50 have often been seen as equally good representations of lifetime income, this
practice now probably has to be reconsidered. The sets of combinations of annual income
observations that yield “averages” of λt sufficiently close to one might in many applications
be much fewer in number than was previously thought. As example, the common practice
of taking a number of observations in the mid-thirties and early forties would yield an
“average” λt of well over one, and most probably inconsistent estimates.
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Figure 2: Estimates of lambda for sons born 1958-1960
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ent estimations. To exemplify, at a given age the same set of observations
are used to estimate βt (our approximated “true” elasticity), β̂t (the elastic-
ity produced with current income on the the left hand side), and λt. Hence
also the “true” elasticity is allowed to vary by age as a consequence of the
changing sample. A summary of the results for ages 31-35 – ages where λt

is close to one – is presented in Table 2.22

Table 2: Summary of estimations of bias for cohorts 1958-1960

Age(t) λt β β̂t β̂t/λt b(β̂t) us,it corr(us,it, y∗f,i) Nt

31 0.850 0.305 0.228 0.268 -0.038 0.000 -0.029 4559
(0.017) (0.013) (0.020) (0.548)

32 0.932 0.298 0.200 0.215 -0.083 -0.000 -0.061 4541
(0.020) (0.013) (0.023) (0.626)

33 1.020 0.296 0.215 0.211 -0.086 0.000 -0.065 4522
(0.021) (0.013) (0.024) (0.655)

34 1.043 0.295 0.257 0.247 -0.048 -0.000 -0.044 4518
(0.018) (0.013) (0.022) (0.553)

35 1.142 0.303 0.290 0.254 -0.048 0.000 -0.049 4521
(0.018) (0.013) (0.023) (0.556)

22The corresponding exercise for a sample that is also balanced across these ages yields
qualitatively the same results but quantitatively somewhat smaller biasestimates and a
forward shift of t* by about a year. This is most probably due to the resulting sample
being more homogeneous.
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Notes: Sample is balanced at each age, not across ages. SE (or SD where applicable)
within parentheses.

The reported results in Table 2 indicate a substantive bias. The esti-
mated bias is consistently between 0.05 and 0.09 in absolute size over this
age interval, which corresponds to between a third and a sixth of our “true”
estimate of the intergenerational elasticity. Moreover, the absolute size of
the estimated bias ranges from about 3.8 to 7.4 standard deviations of the
“true” estimate of the intergenerational elasticity. In Table 2 we also include
information on the mean and standard deviation of the sons’ individual de-
viations from their lifetime income at each age, i.e. the residuals us,it. The
table also shows how the correlation between these residuals and the lifetime
income of the fathers, corr(us,it, y∗f,i), evolves across these ages. Although
this correlation seems to approach zero for this specific age interval, one
needs to look at the full age-profile to be able to draw any conclusions based
on this parameter.

Figure 3 depicts the evolution of this “residual correlation” as the sons
age, as well as the mean of the error (i.e. sons’ deviation from lifetime
income), the standard deviation of this error, and the estimated biases when
adjusting β̂t by λt. Here one has to note that the estimated biases are
retrieved after adjusting β̂t by λt, something that due to lack of data rarely
can be done in practice. It is however illustrative to focus on the adjusted
β̂t since it takes out the life-cycle bias at the aggregate sample level, i.e. the
bias one can adjust for by using Haider and Solon’s method. What remains
is instead the bias caused by individual heterogeneity in income-age profiles
and how they correlate with the covariate, in this case the father’s lifetime
income. It is rather clear from the figure that the “residual correlation” and
our estimates of the adjusted bias follow a very similar pattern. Remember
that the definition of the bias is b(β̂t) = Corr(us, yf∗)

σus

σyf∗
,. Thus, the size

of the bias depends on both the “residual correlation” and the ratio between
σus

and σyf∗ . If this ratio then is high enough, then what can be regarded
as rather weak “residual correlations” can translate into substantive biases
in terms of share of the true elasticity. As an example, this ratio in our data
is rather stable at or slightly above one, such that residual correlations of
“only” around 0.03 translate into biases estimated to more than 10 percent
of the estimated true elasticity.

3.4 Further examinations of the dynamics causing bias, and

potential solutions

3.4.1 Averaging over multiple years on the left-hand-side

The previous subsection gave evidence indicating that a normal OLS es-
timator suffers from a substantive bias when estimating intergenerational
elasticities based on the method of Haider and Solon. Moreover, it has been
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Figure 3: Age-profiles of estimated biases, errors and residual correlations
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shown that in the case of measurement error on the left-hand-side this mainly
comes from a “residual correlation” between log lifetime income of the father
and the idiosyncratic deviation from log lifetime income of the son that is
not grasped by the population parameter λt. The son’s idiosyncratic devi-
ation could however arise from two conceptually different sources. First, it
could be due to differential income growth rates that are correlated within
families. Or, secondly, it could be due to differing patterns of disturbances
(or transitory shocks) around these growth rates.

The case of differing income growth rates can be motivated by employing
a simple model of earnings formation with individual growth rates (recall the
illustrative example in Figure 1). The idea of differing patterns of distur-
bances (or shocks) can e.g. be caused by unemployment periods or periods
of long-term sick leave. These, in turn, might not be hitting individuals of
the population in an entirely random fashion. For example, these types of
negative shocks might more often hit those with fathers with lower lifetime
incomes. This might then give rise to a non-zero “residual correlation”, even
after controlling for differential growth rates. If these disturbances are large
enough, and not entirely random, they will affect the estimates and cause a
bias.

One way to tentatively examine this is to increase the number of obser-
vations of current income that is used for the son’s income measure on the
left-hand-side. By stepwise increasing this number, but still using the same
method as in the previous subsection, one could potentially make some con-
cjectures on the relative weight of these two sources of error. This will also
tell us something about whether averaging over multiple years might be a
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good solution to deal with life-cycle bias in general.
We start out by using the logs of simple three-year averages centered

around year t as the sons’ measure of income. Importantly, these averages
are also used to calculate λt, where t again is the year around which the
three years are centered. This enables us to adjust β̂t in the same manner as
previously. If the estimated biases would drop significantly when applying
an average based on three years only, then a reasonable conjecture is that
the biases mainly arise from disturbances not captured by heterogeneity in
individual growth rates. The results from using such a measure are found in
Table 6 in the Appendix. The estimated bias at age 33, where λt is close to
one, falls from about 0.086 to about 0.068 in absolute value. The “residual
correlation” however becomes larger. What causes the estimated bias to fall
is thus mainly a fall in σ̂us

. Proceeding with a similar exercise based on
five-year averages (Table 7 in the Appendix) indicates a similar trend with
the estimated biases falling marginally, but this due to a fall in σ̂us

and
not the “residual correlation”. Not until we use seven-year averages (Table
8 in the Appendix) the “residual correlation” starts fall and we see a more
pronounced drop in the estimated biases. At this point σ̂us

has also dropped
to be almost half as large as in the base line results with one-year measures
on the left-hand-side. This would then scale down the effect of the “residual
correlation” by almost 50 percent, given that σyf∗ stays roughly the same
(which by definition should be the case). Analysis... to be continued.

3.4.2 Allowing lambda to vary by educational subgroups

***We have started doing this but hasn’t been written down yet. No indi-
cation yet that this trick would help though. To be continued...***

3.5 Sensitivity checks

3.5.1 The treatment of missing and zeros in the income data

The results presented above might be sensitive to a number of sample restric-
tions that therefore deserve some attention. First, it has been documented
previously in the literature that estimates of intergenerational associations
are rather sensitive to how one treats extreme outliers in general, and ob-
servations of low or zero income in particular (e.g Couch and Lillard, 1998).
Our focus on elasticities, i.e. income in logarithmic form, implies that zeros
are excluded for the sons when we use one-year measures of annual income.
Otherwise, the only restriction we put on the sample is that both fathers and
sons in the pairs included in our sample should have at least 10 years with
positive income. When the lifetime measures are calculated observations of
zero income are of course included.

The robustness of our results were tested by balancing the sample across
ages such that no zero observations were allowed (Table 3, by bottom-coding
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low non-missing incomes at 10 000 SEK (Table 4), and by top-coding very
high incomes at 2 000 000 SEK (Table 5). Neither the bottom-coding nor the
top-coding change the results from the main sample in any important way.
The results for the sample balanced across ages – which effectively excludes
all indivduals with any zero or missing observation during the age span –
is however somewhat different. The estimated biases for ages 31-35 are on
average about a third lower compared to the main sample in Table 2. The
“residual correlation” however only falls by about a fifth on average, implying
that an as important explanation to the changing results when balancing
across ages is a decrease in σ̂us

. Excluding individuals with occasional zeros
or missing income observations most naturally takes out some of the more
extreme variation in us,it.

Although these observations (about 160 in total) drive an important share
of the bias that was previously estimated, it is also clear that the mechanisms
causing the bias is something more general that holds also for the more
restricted balanced sample. Moreover, since current common practice in
the literature is to not exclude individuals with occasional zero observations,
e.g. due to increasing access to multiple years of income, this broader sample
selection routine should be more relevant.

3.5.2 Age spans for sons and fathers (very sketchy so far, copy-

pasted from another very preliminary document on this is-

sue)

Five new samples were created for the cohorts born 1948-49, 1950-51, 1952-
53, 1954-55, and 1956-57. In the 1952-1953 sample, the sons have income for
the age span 22-54/55. The pairs were restricted to those where the father
were no older than 28 when the son was born (as in the main sample) such
that their age spans of observed income stretch from at the latest age 36 to
age 65. We use the full income span for sons and income restricted to the
“least common denominator” for fathers which is age 36-65. Biases across
the age-profile are plotted in Figure 4 below. Lambda crosses one at about
age 37 for the sons in this sample. The adjusted bias is very close to zero at
this age and is close or very close to zero for almost the whole age span after
age 32 (the corresponding graph for our base line sample is above in Figure
3).

The results for the other four samples with sons born 1948-49, 1950-51,
1954-55 and 1956-57 are in Figure 17, 18, 19 and Figure [not included yet]
in the Appendix. For these samples the estimated biases look more like
for our main sample with a long stretch of years with sizeable biases, and
predominantely negative ones up until about age 40.

That the results clearly differ from our main sample for one sample could
be due to number of reasons; (i) the cohorts could just be different (i.e. their
true data generating processes), (ii) the differences could emerge since we
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Figure 4: Age-profiles of estimated biases and residual correlations for co-
horts 1952-53
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Notes: Sons
born 1952-53 with lifetime income from age 22 to 54/55. Fathers born no later than
1924 with lifetime income observed from age 36 to 65.

have longer age spans for the sons ending later in life (at around age 55
instead of age 48), or (iii) the differences could emerge since we have shorter
age spans for fathers starting later (at age 36 instead of age 28). To examine
this further we can use the sample which Figure 4 is based on, but restrict
it so that the sons’ incomes are based only on ages 22-48 as in the main
sample. If the results now would clearly differ from Figure 4, then we have
an indication of explanation (ii). The results are in Figure 5 below.

The results are, however, very similar to what was found when the age
spans of the sons were longer. So there is no direct evidence at this stage
that the biases we estimate are sensitive to the length of the sons’ age span
as such. Another explanation could then be that important heterogeneity
comes from the early part of the fathers’ career which is excluded when we
start calculating their lifetime income as late as from age 36, i.e. (iii) above.
To test this we could use our main sample of cohorts 1958-60, but use fathers’
income from age 36 to age 65 instead of starting at age 28. The results are
shown in Figure 6 below. The results are again more or less identical to what
we saw before for this cohort. We therefore have no clear indication of that
the start of the fathers’ career play an important role either.

What can we learn from this? On the one hand, it is a bit worrysome that
the estimated biases differ so clearly for a sample based on other cohorts.
On the other hand, it is comforting that for most cohorts the size of the bias
is substantial and the differing results do not seem to be a direct “mechanic”
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Figure 5: Age-profiles of estimated biases and residual correlations for co-
horts 1952-53
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Notes: Sons
born 1952-53 with lifetime income from age 22 to 48. Fathers born no later than 1924
with lifetime income observed from age 36 to 65.

effect of what age span we use, at least not according to the simple exercise
above. We will perform these excercises in a more systematic way to check
if longer age spans for sons (or fathers) tend to reduce the size of the bias or
not.

The fact that the size of the bias differs across cohorts might not be sur-
prising, as long as it does not depend on the age span issue - the bias depends
on the correlation in the shape of earning trajectories within families, and
this might change across cohorts. One other possibility is of course that there
is something with the data, other than the true DGP. There could for exam-
ple be changed ways of measuring the income that is registered in the data
due to tax reforms etc that affect the samples differently. A more compelling
explanation could be that there are certain external (e.g. macroeconomic)
shocks that hit the cohorts differently causing their life-cycles to differ, such
as the major economic crisis of the early 1990s in Sweden. If such shocks, and
more importantly when in the life-cycle they occur, play an important role
for the estimated biases then rather substantive differences between rather
closely spaced cohorts might be a natural consequence.

****.... We need to discuss this more closely I guess. Maybe we need
to consider changing our “main sample” to one based on somewhat older
cohorts. To be continued....***
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Figure 6: Age-profiles of estimated biases and residual correlations for co-
horts 1958-60
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Notes: Sons
born 1958-60 with lifetime income from age 22 to about 48. Fathers born no later than
1932 with lifetime income observed from age 36 to 65.

The Generalized Errors-in-Variables Model: Summary

In comparison to previously applied methods, the sample selection procedure
of measuring earnings around a specific age shifts the source of potential
inconsistencies in intergenerational elasticity of lifetime earnings estimates
from the assumption of a uniform earning growth rate in the population
(previously employed methods controlled for the central tendency of earn-
ings growth in the population) to the assumption of a uniform age at which
differences in current earnings truly reflect differences in lifetime earnings in
the population. Estimates might suffer from life-cycle bias arising through
heterogeneous variation in the shape of individuals’ life-cycle earning tra-
jectories that correlates within families, in a similar way as previously em-
ployed methods suffered from life-cycle bias arising through heterogeneity in
individuals’ earnings growth rates. The empirical results indicate that the
remaining life-cycle bias is substantial.

4 Structural Estimation of

Life-cycle Patterns in Earnings

[optional part, might be dropped, or extended with empirical analysis.]
Many other empirical strategies employed in the literature attempt to

structurally model the life-cycle earning growth process. Exemplary for this
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Figure 7: Life-cycle Earning Profiles Across Educational Groups in Germany

Notes: life-cycle earning profiles of men across skill groups in Germany as estimated by
equation (8), plotted for t=1984 in year 2000 euros. Skill level I-IV denote men (I) without
vocational training, (II) with vocational training, (III) with further vocational education
and (IV) with a degree from technical college or university. Data: German Socioeconomic
Panel (1984-2006). Number of earning observations per skill group: (I) 10962; (II) 37462;
(III) 8255; (IV) 14274. Sample selection rules as reported in Vogel (2006).

part of the literature we will discuss the identification strategy described in
Vogel (2006). In line with Haider and Solon’s analysis, Vogel focuses on
the problem of heterogeneous variation in earnings growth resulting from
variation in education levels. Vogel proposes to explicitly model the life-
cycle patterns in earnings across different skill groups instead of employing
the classic assumption of an uniform rate of earning growth in the population.

Earning growth patterns can be estimated by panel regressions of ob-
served log earnings yit of individuals i at time t on a polynomial of individ-
uals’ age Ait and a time effect t. A random effects model23 can be assumed
for estimation of

yit = ᾱE + αi + γE,1Ait + γE,2A
2
it + γE,3A

3
it + γE,4A

4
it + φEt + νit (8)

23The time-invariant relation of year t and age Ait corresponds to the presence of a
time-invariant regressor.
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Separate regressions for a number of educational groups E yield esti-
mates for education-specific earning growth rates, as depicted in figure 7
for a sample from German data.24 Estimated individual fixed effects and
educational-specific earning growth rates can then be used to construct ap-
proximated yearly earnings for the complete life-cycle of an individual. An
estimate for lifetime earnings of person i is given by the present value of the
sum of all predicted yearly real earnings between the year of assumed labor
market entry and labor market exit.

Vogel argues that while such simulated log lifetime earnings yi might still
differ largely from true log unobserved lifetime earnings y∗i , they will not pro-
voke a life-cycle bias in intergenerational elasticity estimates by eliminating
the systematic age-dependent bias in lifetime earnings estimates for young
and old workers.

Unobservable Determinants of Earning Growth Rates

Arguably, educational achievement is an important determinant of individual
earning growth rates. Accounting for differential earning growth rates across
educational groups can therefore lead to more precise estimates of lifetime
earnings compared to the assumption of an uniform earning growth rate in
the population, as demonstrated by Vogel (2006). However, the problem
remains in that it is unknown which share of within-family correlation of
earning growth rates remains unexplained. After accounting for differential
earning growth rates across educational groups, other determinants (that
might be shared within families) of earnings than education will lead to
heterogeneous variation of earning growth rates around the mean earning
growth rate within any given educational group. Measurement errors in
earning growth rates of fathers and sons are therefore likely to be correlated
even once growth rates have been differentiated by educational levels or other
characteristics.25 For example, when a father’s earning growth is steeper
than the average in his educational group (e.g. because the father is more
capable than the average individual in his educational group, or because he
chose some specific occupation that typically leads to steeper earning growth
rates), then the earnings growth rate of his son might also be steeper than
the average growth rate (e.g. because the son inherited at least partially his
father’s high capability, or because the son is more likely to enter the same
profession as his father relative to non-family members26).

These specific examples indicate that estimates of individual earnings
24We thank Thorsten Vogel for helpful advice on sample selection and preparation.
25For example, Dustmann (2008) differentiates earning growth rates among foreign- and

native-born individuals.
26For example, within-family correlation in the choice of profession can be observed in

the likelihood of becoming president of the United States. More comprehensive evidence
based on a somewhat larger sample is given in Corak and Piraino (2010).
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growth rates could be improved by inclusion of further characteristics of fa-
thers or sons in equation (8). But the crucial insight is that we will not
be able to sufficiently project individuals’ life-cycle trajectories of earnings,
since individual growth rates are determined by both potentially observable
(e.g. schooling or choice of profession) and unobservable (e.g. ability or
motivation) characteristics that might correlate within families. Studies on
the determinants of wages, which find that a large share of wage differentials
remains unexplained after controlling for observable characteristics like edu-
cation and experience (see for example Autor and Katz (1999)), indicate that
such differences in unobservables will be important. Inconsistencies in esti-
mates can therefore be expected to be large as of within-family correlation of
the unexplained part of individual earning growth rates. Furthermore, the
direction of the bias will be unknown since the unexplained part of individ-
ual earning growth rates could be either positively or negatively correlated
within families.27

Empirical Evidence

An ad-hoc empirical verification of these arguments can be made by iter-
ation of the earning growth estimation procedure separately for groups of
individuals who have the same educational level but who differ in other char-
acteristics. Using the German Socioeconomic Panel (GSOEP) to construct
a sample according to sample selection rules reported in Vogel (2006) we
estimate in a first step equation (8) for all individuals that attained higher
vocational education, thereby deriving an estimate of individual fixed effects
αi. Conditional on the estimated individual fixed effects we sort individuals
then into two groups for high (α̂i > 0) and low (α̂i < 0) lifetime earnings, re-
spectively. In a second step we re-estimate equation (6) separately for both
groups in order to derive average life-cycle trajectories of earnings. The
result, plotted in figure (8), indicates that individuals with higher lifetime
earnings tend to have a steeper earnings growth rate (especially at the begin-
ning of their career), even once education is controlled for. Differentiation
of earning growth rates by educational levels only would lead to underes-
timation (overestimation) of lifetime earnings for such sons (fathers) if we
employ typical panel data that covers sons at young and fathers at later age.
If lifetime earnings correlate within families we will therefore underestimate
the intergenerational elasticity of earnings.

27A simple example for negative correlation: sons might attempt to reach at least the
same educational level as their fathers, even when their ability is lower. If lower ability
leads to lower earning growth relative to the central tendency of earning growth in this
education group then earning growth patterns conditional on education are negatively
correlated within families.
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Figure 8: Life-cycle Earning Profiles by Level of Lifetime Earnings
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Notes: life-cycle earning profiles of men with higher vocational education in Germany
as estimated by equation (8), plotted for t=1984 in year 2000 euros. Data: German
Socioeconomic Panel (1984-2006). Number of sampled earning observations: 8255. Sample
selection rules as reported in Vogel (2006).

5 Instrumental Variable Methods

[optional part, might be dropped, or extended with empirical analysis.]
Instrumental variable (IV) methods have been proposed as an alternative

procedure to address measurement error in lifetime earnings. For example,
unobserved lifetime earnings of fathers can be instrumented by fathers’ ed-
ucation (Solon (1992)) or similar measures of parental status (Zimmerman
(1992)). Zimmermann and Solon derive that under certain assumptions on
the correlation between the instrument and measurement errors in lifetime
earnings the probability limit of this IV estimator will be an upper bound
of the population parameter β.

However, the previous discussion indicates that there exists no age at
which measurement error in lifetime earnings can be expected to be uncor-
related to parental characteristics. [TO DO: We present empirical evidence
for a typical instrumental variable setup in a typical data set] and conclude
that IV estimators should not be expected to be an upper bound for the
population parameter β.
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Classical Measurement Error

Following the discussion in Solon (1992), note that since father’s education
Ef,i can be expected to have a direct effect on son’s earnings in addition to
the indirect relation through correlation with father’s income, the true data
generating process can be written as

y∗s,i = α + η1y
∗
f,i + η2Ef,i + εi

If we estimate the regression of the observed approximation of lifetime earn-
ings of sons ys,i (with ys,i = y∗s,i + us,i) on the observed approximation of
lifetime earnings of fathers yf,i (with yf,i = y∗f,i+uf,i) by IV with father’s ed-
ucation as instrument, then the probability limit of the estimated coefficient
is

plim β̂IV =
Cov(Ef , ys)
Cov(Ef , yf )

=
Cov(Ef , α + η1y∗f + η2Ef + ε + us)

Cov(Ef , yf )

=
Cov(Ef , η1yf − η1uf + η2Ef + us)

Cov(Ef , yf )

where the last step follows since ε is assumed to be uncorrelated to Ef . Solon
(1992) proceeds to show that the probability limit of β̂IV is an upper bound
for β under the assumption that Ef is uncorrelated with uf and us,

plim β̂IV =
Cov(Ef , η1yf + η2Ef )

Cov(Ef , yf )

= η1 + η2
V ar(Ef )

Cov(Ef , y∗f )

= β + η2

�
V ar(Ef )

Cov(Ef , y∗f )
−

Cov(Ef , y∗f )
V ar(y∗f )

�

= β + η2
σEf

Corr(Ef , y∗f )σy∗
f

�
1− Corr(Ef , y∗f )2

�

in which the next to last step follows from the omitted variable formula.28 We
have that the IV estimator is an upper bound for the population parameter
β if (i) father’s education has a non-negative effect on son’s earnings (η2 ≥ 0)
and (ii) the correlation between father’s education and earnings is bounded
between zero and one.

28The relationship between the population parameter β in equation (1) and η1 and η2

is given by

β =
Cov(y∗

s , y∗
f )

V ar(y∗
f
)

=
Cov(α + η1y

∗
f + η2Ef + �, y∗

f )

V ar(y∗
f
)

= η1 + η2
Cov(Ef , y∗

f )

V ar(y∗
f
)
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Non-Classical Measurement Error

Such assumptions on the correlation between education and earnings are rea-
sonable, but we argue that the required assumption that Ef is uncorrelated
with uf and us might generally not hold.

For example, the fact that highly educated individuals will tend to have
a steeper earnings growth over the life-cycle (see Vogel (2006)) hinders in-
terpretation of the IV estimator in the same way as interpretation of the
OLS estimator. If we employ typical panel data that covers annual earnings
observations for sons at young and for fathers at later age to proxy for un-
observed lifetime earnings y∗i then lifetime earnings of highly educated sons
will be understated and lifetime earnings of highly educated fathers will be
overstated, even if we control for the central tendency of earnings growth in
the population. If educational achievement is correlated across generations
we therefore have that E[uf |Ef = high] > 0 and E[us|Ef = high] < 0. In
combination with the corresponding argument for lowly educated individuals
it follows that Cov(Ef , uf ) > 0 and Cov(Ef , us) < 0.

The probability limit of the IV estimator is therefore more generally given
by

plim β̂IV =
Cov(Ef , η1yf − η1uf + η2Ef + us)

Cov(Ef , yf )

=
Cov(Ef , η1yf + η2Ef )

Cov(Ef , yf )
+

Cov(Ef , us)− η1Cov(Ef , uf )
Cov(Ef , yf )

= β + η2

�
V ar(Ef )

Cov(Ef , yf )
−

Cov(Ef , y∗f )
V ar(y∗f )

�

+
Cov(Ef , us)
Cov(Ef , yf )

− η1
Cov(Ef , uf )
Cov(Ef , yf )

Since the example demonstrates that the latter two terms can be negative it
follows that β̂IV will not necessarily be an upper bound to the true popula-
tion parameter β.

The analysis by Haider and Solon (2006) or Grawe (2006) might be inter-
preted in that the IV estimate would bound the true population parameter if
we would observe annual earnings of fathers and sons at the age t for which
differences in log annual earnings in the population correspond to differences
in log lifetime earnings (so that the population parameter λt = 1). But the
discussion in section 2 shows that there exists no age at which measurement
error in lifetime earnings can be expected to be uncorrelated to parental
characteristics. Generally, while at some age t differences in log annual earn-
ings might truly represent differences in log lifetime earnings for the whole
population, log lifetime earnings of subgroups of individuals (e.g. defined by
education) might nevertheless be systematically over- or underrepresented
by log annual earnings at this age.
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6 Long-Run Income Status in Other Economic Lit-

eratures

The previous sections demonstrate that measures of lifetime earnings will
suffer from non-classical measurement error, even when methods that have
been specifically proposed to deal with such errors are applied on long spells
of income data from administrative sources. Measurement error in lifetime
income status correlates with individual characteristics like education that
correlate within families, and cause large scale biases in elasticity parame-
ters in the intergenerational mobility literature. While this paper focuses on
the intergenerational mobility literature, we want to discuss briefly our belief
that similarly stark problems might plague other literatures that make usage
of long-run income status in which the measurement error problem has so
far received less attention. A brief excursion into terminology is warranted
beforehand. Attentive readers might note that we avoid the terms “perma-
nent” and “transitory” income that are so common in the intergenerational
mobility and other literatures. We therefore start with a brief discussion on
why we choose to avoid them.

The Usage of “Permanent Income”

The term permanent income was coined by Friedman in relation to the per-
manent income hypothesis. Friedman (1957) gave an extensive explanation
on that the term “permanent income” was to denote a theoretical concept, an
individual’s ex-ante expectation on some unspecified long-run income mea-
sure that the individual chooses to base behaviour (consumption) on, not
an ex-post realisation of a specific measure like lifetime income. Friedman
specifically emphasized that it would be a serious mistake to interpret the
term permanent component as corresponding to (average) lifetime income.29

In the intergenerational mobility literature, but occasionally also in other
literatures that employ “permanent income” as explanatory variable, this
distinction has been abandoned.

[OPTIONAL PARAGRAPH] The term permanent income or permanent
earnings is now used for very different kind of concepts: for theoretical ex-
ante expectations, for ex-post observations of long-run (lifetime) income sta-
tus (neither of which we usually observe), and for some estimates of such
ex-post and ex-ante measures that were generated by specific choices of in-
come generating structures made by the statistician. So roughly speaking
we have at least three different definitions of “permanent income” lingering
in the literature: (a) what the individual thinks what his average income

29Friedman (1954), page 23. In fact, Friedman devoted large parts of chapter 2 and 3 on
this discussion. In a review of Friedman’s original work and subsequent resaerch Meghir
(2004) therefore concludes that “[...] backward looking methods of computing permanent
income can be seriously misleading.”
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will be, (b) what his average income actually turns out to be, and finally (c)
whatever the econometrician thinks his average income ought to be given
the data at hand and structural model he or she has in mind. Of course,
one might have arguments why the definitions (a), (b) and (c) might suf-
ficiently coincide. But certainly such arguments need to be discussed. We
believe that Friedman’s opening statement30 that “The relation between the
theoretical constructs used in consumption research and the observable mag-
nitudes regarded as aproximating them has, I believe, received inadequate
atenttion.” still applies today in other literatures.

Intergenerational mobility

Usage of the term “permanent income” in the intergenerational mobility lit-
erature can be traced back at least to Becker and Tomes’ early works, for
example in Becker and Tomes (1986). Becker and Tomes use it in association
with a theoretical model that describes how parental investment decision in
their children are determined. The term permanent income is in this context
consistent with Friedman’s usage since parental behaviour is naturally gov-
erned by parental expectations about long-run income status, not by ex-post
outcomes that occur after parental investments have been made. But much
of the subsequent work in the literature does not focus on causal mechanisms
of intergenerational transmission. Instead it aims to obtain joint distribu-
tions of ex-post lifetime income across populations, so there is little interest
in an individuals’ ex-ante expectations on income streams or in changes of
these over time. Therefore, the terms “permanent income” and “permanent
earnings” are recently often used for measures of ex-post lifetime income sta-
tus.31 This change in interpretation is unfortunate given that Friedman put
strong emphasis on terminological issues throughout his book. It might nev-
ertheless be argued that the distinction in terminology is at least implicitly
given by the boundary of the field. But the fact remains that the term per-
manent income is currently used for very different kind of income measures,
even within the field. Since the intergenerational transmission mechanisms
are likely to be governed by permanent income in Friedman’s original sense
we choose not to use the term for ex-post measures of lifetime status.

30Chapter 2, first paragraph.
31[maybe we do not need to cite the ones affected] For example in Zimmermann (1992),

Mazumder (2005), Vogel (2006), Nicoletti and Ermisch (2007), Mocetti (2007), Piraino
(2007), Nilsen et al (2008), Eisenhauer and Pfeiffer (2008), LeFranc et al (2008), Dustmann
(2008), Cervini and Pla (2009), Black and Devereux (2010).
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Other literatures

Permanent income (in Friedman’s original meaning as ex-ante income) is
used as explanatory variable in many economic literatures.32 Statistical de-
composition of realised income usually follows the literature on earnings dy-
namics (see Lillard and Willis (1978) and MaCurdy (1982) [on my reading
list are also John Abowd and David Card 1989; Mofitt and Gottschalk 1995;
Costas Meghir and Pistaferri 2004]). Common procedure is to estimate an
earnings equation that depends on observable characteristics (like age and
education) and an error term, where the error term is usually split in an
individual-specific or permanent effect and a transitory component that fol-
lows an ARMA(p,q) process.

The first potential problem is measurement error. What the econometri-
cian, who has only few information on individual characteristics, deems as an
unexpected permanent shock might not be a shock to the individual. Stan-
dard procedure is to specify the income growth process as depending on a set
of individual-specific covariates (age, education ...), a random walk ("perma-
nent component" plus "permanent shock") plus AR(1) process (transitory
component). Individuals who experience stronger persistent income growth
over their lifetime relative to other individuals with similar observable co-
variates would be thought of having experienced stronger positive permanent
income shocks according to this model.

The intergenerational literature implies that basic individual character-
istics like education and age are not sufficient to derive good approximations
of ex-post long-run income status. It seems an even harder objective to
predict individuals ex-ante expectations on long-run status using such char-
acteristics, so we would expect measurement error in these income concepts
as well. Sometimes such concerns are addressed. For example, Preston,
Blundell, and Pistaferri (2008), who evaluate the link between consumption
and income inequality that is determined through the degree of consumption
insurance with respect to temporary and permanent income shocks, present
evidence “that advance information” of the individual is not a serious prob-
lem in their setting. [NOTE: I don’t think that their test really supports
that conclusion, but there is no need to wade into that I think.] [Further
papers that will be releant here are Cunha, Heckman, and Navarro (2005)
and especially Guvenen (2007)]. An important additional insight from the
intergenerational mobility literature is that if there exists measurement error
in permanent income shocks, it will probably be non-classical. For example,
individuals in specific occupations or with higher than average ability might
tend to have stronger income growth. After controlling for population aver-
age earnings growth by characteristics like education and age the remaining
unexplained share of earnings growth would be labeled as “permanent shock”

32[Gather papers here]. See Preston, Blundell, and Pistaferri (2008), Tominey (2010)
for some citations.
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according to the above specification. So any unobserved characteristics that
tend to increase earnings growth will also tend to increase our measure of
permanent income - if there is reason to suspect that these characteristics
also affect the outcome in question it becomes unclear what the coefficient
on our measure of permanent income actually measures. The problem might
not be very relevant if the outcome is consumption, but it seems very relevant
if the outcomes are health, education, and so on.

A second, and potentially larger problem is the notion that this problem
even occurs even when we assume that the information set of individual and
econometrician would coincide. High ability might be known or unkown to
the individual but can in both cases affect its income growth over the life-
cycle. Individual characteristics like ability will therefore be correlated to
our measure of permanent income shocks, even when the econometrician has
the same information as the indivual. Since ability can often be expected to
affect the outcomes in quesiton [...health... ] it is unclear what the coefficient
on permanent income shocks actually measures. [TO BE EXTENDED]

7 Conclusions

The methodology for estimation of the intergenerational mobility in lifetime
earnings has been repeatedly revised over the last decades, each time ex-
posing flaws in previously employed methods and challenging results that
were based on them. An issue overlooked in the early literature but demon-
strated in Jenkins (1987) is the fact that approximation of lifetime earnings
by annual earnings introduces non-random measurement error (stemming
from variation in the shape of individual earning trajectories) in the regres-
sion equation, resulting in life-cycle bias. But the sources of this life-cycle
bias have been addressed by Haider and Solon (2006), Grawe (2006) and
Vogel (2006), and it seemed that simple workarounds like restricting the
age at which sampled individuals’ earnings are to be observed would suffice
to derive consistent estimates. As with previous methodological improve-
ments, researchers were enthusiastic to employ the new methodology for
re-estimation of intergenerational mobility parameters across countries. The
generalized errors-in-variable model described in Haider and Solon (2006) has
been widely adopted as motivation for empirical strategies and the proposed
procedure of measuring earnings around mid-life has since been frequently
applied.33

33Among others, in Dahl and DeLeire (2008) and Gouskova, Chiteji, and Stafford (2009)
for the United States; in Eisenhauer and Pfeiffer (2008) and Schnitzlein (2008) for Ger-
many; in Bohlmark and Lindquist (2006), Björklund, Lindahl, and Plug (2006), Björk-
lund, Jäntti, and Solon (2007) and Björklund, Jäntti, and Lindquist (2009) for Sweden;
in Nilsen, Vaage, Aakvik, and Jacobsen (2008) for Norway; in Raaum, Bratsberg, Røed,
Österbacka, Eriksson, Jäntti, and Naylor (2007) for Denmark, Finland, Norway, the UK
and the US; in Nicoletti and Ermisch (2007) for the UK; in Cervini Pla (2009) for Spain;
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But these methodological improvements will in many cases not fully elim-
inate the bias arising from life-cycle effects. We demonstrated in previous
sections that estimates based on recent empirical identification strategies
might be biased and inconsistent as of correlation in measurement errors of
fathers’ and sons’ lifetime earnings in the same manner as estimates based
on the empirical methods of the generations before, albeit probably to a
lesser degree. In a practical application we demonstrate that [preliminary
findings] the remaining life-cycle bias is substantial when the generalized
errors-in-variable model is applied to Swidish data.

One might argue that remaining smaller scale life-cycle biases in esti-
mates do not pose major problems for most of the applied literature, since
often interest lies on the relative intergenerational mobility across popula-
tions (e.g. in cross-country studies). Estimates might be sufficiently precise
if we believe that the magnitude of the remaining life-cycle bias in estimates
is similar across countries. Theoretically, such belief would correspond to the
assumption that idiosyncratic deviations from the population mean relation-
ship between current and lifetime earnings are either not notably correlated
within families, or that this correlation is of the same nature across coun-
tries. It is therefore a direct restriction on a potential cause for cross-country
differences in intergenerational mobility. Since we expect that countries dif-
fer with respect to the extent of intergenerational mobility of earnings we
might also suspect that they differ in this specific aspect of intergenerational
mobility. Cross-country comparisons of estimates could thus have limited
reliability if differences in estimates are small.

The result that approximation of lifetime earnings by annual earnings at
a specific age might not lead to unbiased estimates implies that empirical
strategies should make use of all earnings information available in the data
in order to push back the assumptions that have to be made on the shape
of earning trajectories in the population as far as possible. Furthermore, the
argument that the projection of earning growth rates by means of observable
determinaindication of explanation (ii). The results are in Figure 5 below.

%nts will be insufficient suggests that further research could benefit from
a more comprehensive usage of partially observed earning growth patterns.
In the literature on intergenerational earnings mobility it is standard proce-
dure to base estimates on a sample that only includes individuals for which a
minimum number of yearly earning observations are available. Researchers
usually disregard, however, the actual observed earning growth across these
observations. Such partially observed earning growth patterns have the in-
valuable advantage of being determined by all relevant observable and unob-
servable characteristics of the individual, thereby containing more informa-
tion on the likely path of individual earning growth than estimates that are

in Piraino (2007) and Mocetti (2007) for Italy; in Lefranc, Ojima, and Yoshida (2008) for
Japan and France.
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only based on observable individual characteristics. Accounting for partially
observed earning growth rates might therefore help to reach faster rates of
convergence in the number of earnings observation per individual of life-
time earning estimates to true lifetime earnings, and thereby more precise
estimates of intergenerational mobility measures.
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8 Appendix

A.1 Correlation between Dit and γi

Proposition. (i) For all t, the difference between log annual earnings yit

and the log of the annuitized value of the present discounted value of life-
time earnings varies with respect to the individuals’ earnings growth rate γi.
(ii) For any given t, the difference will be equal for at most two different
realizations of γi.

Proof. Suppose that log annual earnings of worker i at age t are given by

yit = ηi + γit

For simplicity assume infinite lifetimes and a constant real interest rate r >
γi. The annuitized value of the present discounted value of lifetime earnings,
denoted by Bi, is then given by

∞�

s=0

exp(ηi + γis)(1 + r)−s =
∞�

s=0

Bi(1 + r)−s =
1 + r

r
Bi

It follows that the log of the annuitized value of the worker’s present dis-
counted value of lifetime earnings is given by

log Bi = log

�
r

1 + r

∞�

s=0

exp(ηi + γis)(1 + r)−s

�

∼= log

�
r

1 + r
exp(ηi)(1 + r)/(r − γi)

�

= log r + ηi − log(r − γi)

The difference Dit between log annual earnings yit and the log of the an-
nuitized value of the present discounted value of lifetime earnings log Bi is
therefore

Dit = yit − log Bi

= ηi + γit− (log r + ηi − log(r − γi))
= γit− log r + log(r − γi)

Depending on t, Dit decreases or increases in individuals’ earning growth
rates γi,

∂Dit

∂γi
= t− 1

r − γi

The second derivative with respect to γi is negative,

∂2Dit

∂2γi
= − (r − γi)−2 < 0
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Dit is therefore a strictly concave function of γi conditional on t given,
and a specific value of Dit can stem from at most two different values of
γi.

A.2 Correlation between λit and γi

Proposition. For all t, the ratio of annual log earnings yit to log lifetime
earnings y∗i varies with respect to individuals’ earnings growth rate γi.

Proof. Let

λit =
yit

y∗i

=
ηi + γit

log
∞�

s=0
exp(ηi + γis)(1 + r)−s

∼=
ηi + γit

ηi + log(1 + r)− log(r − γi)

Assume that λit does not depend on γi and equals a constant C. Thus
assume the equality

C =
ηi + γit

ηi + log(1 + r)− log(r − γi)
(9)

holds for some t. Transformation

(ηi + log(1 + r)− log(r − γi)) C = ηi + γit

and derivation with respect to γi yields

1
r − γi

C = t

While the right hand side of the equation is constant, the left hand side
varies with γi; the equality (7) does not hold (proof of contradiction). It
follows that λit is not constant but varies over γi for all t.

A.3 Life-cycle Bias: Left Hand Side Measurement Error

Proposition. The error term us,it correlates with the regressor y∗f,i, causing
a life-cycle bias in the OLS estimate of β.

Proof. As shown, log annual earnings of sons are given by

ys,it = λtα + λtβy∗f,i + λt�i + us,it
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Using the linear log earnings formation model given in equations (3) and (4)
to rewrite the error us,it

us,it = ys,it − λty
∗
s,i

= ηi + γs
i t− λt (ηi + log(1 + r)− log(1 + r − exp(γi)))

where γf
i , γs

i denote earning growth rates of fathers and sons. For simplicity
assume that the intercept of log earnings trajectories is constant, so that
ηi = η, and that the distribution of earning growth rates is stable across
generations, so that V ar(γf

i ) = V ar(γs
i ) = σ2

γ . The probability limit of the
least square estimator of a linear regression of annual log earnings of sons
ys,it on log lifetime earnings of fathers y∗f,i is then given by

plim β̂ =
Cov

�
y∗f,i, ys,it

�

V ar
�
y∗f,i

�

=
Cov

�
y∗f,i, λtα + λtβy∗f,i + λt�i + us,it

�

V ar
�
y∗f,i

�

= λtβ −
Cov

�
log(1 + r − exp(γf

i )), γs
i t + λtlog(1 + r − exp(γs

i ))
�

V ar
�
log(1 + r − exp(γf

i ))
�

The probability limit of the least square estimator at age t∗ for which
λt = 1 is therefore given by34

plim β̂ = β −
Cov

�
log(1 + r − exp(γf

i )), γs
i t
∗ + log(1 + r − exp(γs

i ))
�

V ar
�
log(1 + r − exp(γf

i ))
�

If we suspect that lifetime earnings correlate within families we should
also expect correlation of earning growth rates within families. The second
term in the previous expression is therefore non-zero for a general class of
joint distribution functions for γf

i , γs
i and represents the life-cycle bias. For

example, assume that earning growth rates are joint normally distributed

γ =
�

γf
i

γs
i

�
d∼ N

��
µγ

µγ

�
,

�
σ2

γ σ2
γρ

σ2
γρ σ2

γ

��

34From

λt =
Cov(y∗

i , yit)
V ar(y∗

i
)

∼=
σ2

η + tσ2
γ/r

σ2
η + σ2

γ/r2

it follows that t∗ can be approximated by 1/r.
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Application of the Delta method on the non-linear transformation (assuming
that r is large relative to µγ and σγ so that the logarithm is always defined)

G(γf , γs) =
�

g1(γf , γs)
g2(γf , γs)

�
=

�
log(1 + r − exp(γf

i ))
γs

i t
∗ + log(1 + r − exp(γs

i ))

�

with
∂G(γf , γs)

∂γ� =

� −exp(γf )
1+r−exp(γf )

0

0 t∗ + −exp(γs)
1+r−exp(γs)

�

yields approximation of the covariance matrix

V ar (G(γf , γs)) ≈
�

∂G(γf , γs)
∂γ�

� �
σ2

γ σ2
γρ

σ2
γρ σ2

γ

� �
∂G(γf , γs)

∂γ�

��

=





�
−exp(µγ)

1+r−exp(µγ)

�2
σ2

γ
−exp(µγ)σ2

γρ
1+r−exp(µγ)

�
t∗ + −exp(µγ)

1+r−exp(µγ)

�

−exp(µγ)σ2
γρ

1+r−exp(µγ)

�
t∗ + −exp(µγ)

1+r−exp(µγ)

� �
t∗ + −exp(µγ)

1+r−exp(µγ)

�2
σ2

γ





The covariance can be evaluated for specific choices of σ2
γ , ρ and r. Since

the underlying earnings formation model is quite unrealistic (infinite life-
times) one should not use this covariances to compute the potential size of
the life-cycle bias. Simulation results on the size of the life-cycle bias reported
in section 2 are based on a more realistic earnings formation model.

A.4 Life-cycle Bias: Right Hand Side Measurement Error

Assume that we wish to estimate the regression model (1), but that because
log lifetime earnings of fathers y∗f,i are not observed they are proxied by yf,it,
log annual earnings at age t. Sons’ log lifetime earnings y∗s,i are observed.
We express the linear projection of yf,it on y∗f,i as

yf,it = λty
∗
f,i + uf,it

The probability limit of the least square estimator of a linear regression of
log lifetime earnings of sons y∗s,i on log annual earnings of fathers yf,it is then
given by

plim β̂ =
Cov(yf,it, y∗s,i)

V ar(yf,it)

=
Cov(λty∗f,i, α + βy∗f,i + �i) + Cov(uf,it, y∗s,i)

V ar(λty∗f,i + uf,it)

= β
λtV ar(y∗f,i)

λ2
t V ar(y∗f,i) + V ar(uf,it)

+
Cov(uf,it, y∗s,i)

λ2
t V ar(y∗f,i) + V ar(uf,it)
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where the third line follows since the errors �i and uf,it are by construction
uncorrelated with y∗f,i. If log annual earnings of fathers yf,it are measured at
year t∗ such that λt = 1 then the probablity limit of the estimator reduces
to

plim β̂ = θtβ +
Cov(uf,it, y∗s,i)

V ar(y∗f,i) + V ar(uf,it)

in which θt = V ar(y∗f,i)/
�
V ar(y∗f,i) + V ar(uf,it)

�
is the attenuation fac-

tor, while the second term contains the life-cycle bias. If father’s lifetime
earnings are approximated by annual earnings measured at age t∗ such that
λt = 1 then estimates might be biased by attenuation bias entering trough
V ar(uf,it) and by life-cycle bias entering through the correlation in earning
growth rates within families that manifests in correlation between the errors
uf,it and sons’ lifetime earings y∗s,i (or, more explicitly, errors �i).

A.5 Life-cycle Bias: Left and Right Hand Side Measurement

Error

Assume that we wish to estimate the regression model (1), but that because
log lifetime earnings of fathers y∗f,i and sons y∗f,i are not observed they are
proxied by log annual earnings at age t, yf,it and ys,it. We express the linear
projection of yf,it on y∗f,i as

yf,it = λf,ty
∗
f,i + uf,it

and the linear projection of ys,it on y∗s,i as

ys,it = λs,ty
∗
s,i + us,it

The probability limit of the least square estimator of a linear regression
of log annual earnings of sons ys,it on log annual earnings of fathers yf,it is
then given by

plim β̂ =
Cov(ys,it, yf,it)

V ar(yf,it)

=
Cov(λs,ty∗s,i + us,it, λf,ty∗f,i + uf,it)

V ar(λf,ty∗f,i + uf,it)

=
Cov(λs,t(α + βy∗f,i + �i) + us,it, λf,ty∗f,i)

V ar(λf,ty∗f,i + uf,it)
+

Cov(λs,ty∗s,i + us,it, uf,it)
V ar(λf,ty∗f,i + uf,it)

=
βλs,tλf,tV ar(y∗f,i) + λf,tCov(us,it, y∗f,i) + λs,tCov(y∗s,i, uf,it) + Cov(us,it, uf,it)

λ2
f,tV ar(y∗f,i) + V ar(uf,it)
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If log annual earnings of fathers and sons are measured at years such
that λs,t = λf,t = 1 then the probablity limit of the estimator reduces to an
expression close to the general equation given in (2),

plim β̂ =
βV ar(y∗f,i) + Cov(us,it, y∗f,i) + Cov(y∗s,i, uf,it) + Cov(us,it, uf,it)

V ar(y∗f,i) + V ar(uf,it)
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Figure 9: Estimates of theta for sons born 1958-1960
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Table 3: Summary of estimations of bias for cohorts 1958-1960, balanced
across ages

Age(t) λt β β̂t β̂t/λt b(β̂t) us,it corr(us,it, y∗f,i) Nt

31 0.769 0.295 0.186 0.242 -0.053 -0.000 -0.042 4400
(0.017) (0.013) (0.018) (0.477)

32 0.837 0.295 0.202 0.241 -0.054 0.000 -0.041 4400
(0.019) (0.013) (0.020) (0.536)

33 0.922 0.295 0.232 0.251 -0.044 0.000 -0.038 4400
(0.018) (0.013) (0.020) (0.517)

34 1.015 0.295 0.272 0.268 -0.027 -0.000 -0.029 4400
(0.016) (0.013) (0.019) (0.460)

35 1.055 0.295 0.278 0.263 -0.032 -0.000 -0.033 4400
(0.017) (0.013) (0.020) (0.483)

Notes: Estimations above are for a sample balanced not only at each age, but also across
the ages in the table. Hence restricted to those who had positive incomes all these five

consecutive years. SE (or SD where applicable) within parentheses.

Table 4: Summary of estimations of bias for cohorts 1958-1960, bottom-
coded annual incomes

Age(t) λt β β̂t β̂t/λt b(β̂t) us,it corr(us,it, y∗f,i) Nt

31 0.903 0.314 0.227 0.251 -0.063 0.000 -0.050 4613
(0.016) (0.014) (0.021) (0.531)

32 0.967 0.314 0.214 0.221 -0.093 -0.000 -0.074 4611
(0.018) (0.014) (0.023) (0.574)

33 1.062 0.315 0.248 0.234 -0.081 0.000 -0.070 4609
(0.018) (0.014) (0.024) (0.585)

34 1.107 0.319 0.302 0.273 -0.046 -0.000 -0.046 4603
(0.016) (0.014) (0.023) (0.522)

35 1.163 0.318 0.300 0.258 -0.060 0.000 -0.063 4599
(0.016) (0.014) (0.023) (0.519)

Notes: Annual incomes of sons below 10 000 SEK are bottom-coded up to 10 000 SEK
(including zeros, but excluding missings). SE (or SD where applicable) within

parentheses.
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Table 5: Summary of estimations of bias for cohorts 1958-1960, top-coded
annual incomes

Age(t) λt β β̂t β̂t/λt b(β̂t) us,it corr(us,it, y∗f,i) Nt

31 0.914 0.299 0.239 0.261 -0.037 0.000 -0.029 4559
0.018 0.014 0.021 0.540

32 1.011 0.291 0.209 0.207 -0.084 -0.000 -0.064 4541
0.021 0.014 0.024 0.616

33 1.103 0.289 0.228 0.206 -0.083 0.000 -0.066 4522
0.022 0.013 0.026 0.644

34 1.120 0.287 0.269 0.240 -0.047 -0.000 -0.045 4518
0.019 0.013 0.023 0.544

35 1.217 0.295 0.304 0.250 -0.045 -0.000 -0.046 4521
0.019 0.013 0.024 0.548

Notes: Annual incomes of sons above 2 million SEK are top-coded down to 2 million
SEK. SE (or SD where applicable) within parentheses.

Figure 10: Distribution of adjusted biases from 100 random draws of 100
obs.
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Notes: The
adjusted biases, b(β̂t), are calculated at age 33, the age where λt is closest to one.
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Figure 11: Distribution of adjusted biases from 100 random draws of 500
obs.
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Notes: The
adjusted biases, b(β̂t), are calculated at age 33, the age where λt is closest to one.

Figure 12: Distribution of adjusted biases from 100 random draws of 1000
obs.
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Notes: The
adjusted biases, b(β̂t), are calculated at age 33, the age where λt is closest to one.
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Figure 13: Distribution of adjusted biases from 100 random draws of 2000
obs.
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Notes: The
adjusted biases, b(β̂t), are calculated at age 33, the age where λt is closest to one.

Figure 14: Distribution of adjusted biases from 100 random draws of 3000
obs.
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Notes: The
adjusted biases, b(β̂t), are calculated at age 33, the age where λt is closest to one.
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Figure 15: Distribution of adjusted biases from 100 random draws of 4000
obs.
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Notes: The
adjusted biases, b(β̂t), are calculated at age 33, the age where λt is closest to one.

Figure 16: Estimates of lambda for sons born 1952
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Notes: Except
for year of birth, the same sample restrictions as for the selection of the main sample
apply. N=2090.
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Table 6: Summary of estimations of bias for cohorts 1958-1960, three-year
average of sons’ current income

Age(t) λt β β̂t β̂t/λt b(β̂t) us,it corr(us,it, y∗f,i) Nt

31 0.928 0.308 0.244 0.263 -0.045 -0.000 -0.055 4604
(0.015) (0.014) (0.019) (0.481)

32 1.004 0.305 0.247 0.246 -0.059 -0.000 -0.066 4599
(0.016) (0.014) (0.021) (0.525)

33 1.044 0.300 0.242) 0.232 -0.068 -0.000 -0.080 4586
(0.017) (0.013) (0.021 (0.531)

34 1.112 0.302 0.264 0.238 -0.064 -0.000 -0.076 4577
(0.016) (0.013) (0.022) (0.525)

35 1.151 0.303 0.306 0.266 -0.037 0.000 -0.034 4578
(0.016) (0.013) (0.022) (0.498)

Notes: Current income of sons are measured as three-year averages centered around age
t. b(β̂t) hence is the coefficient from regressing the log of this three-year average on
father’s log of lifetime income. λt is from the regression of the log of this three-year

average on the son’s lifetime income.

Table 7: Summary of estimations of bias for cohorts 1958-1960, five-year
average of sons’ current income

Age(t) λt β β̂t β̂t/λt b(β̂t) us,it corr(us,it, y∗f,i) Nt

31 0.932 0.306 0.235 0.253 -0.053 0.000 -0.063 4615
(0.013) (0.014) (0.019) (0.437)

32 1.004 0.307 0.265 0.264 -0.044 -0.000 -0.070 4614
(0.014) (0.014) (0.019) (0.451)

33 1.060 0.306 0.274 0.259 -0.047 -0.000 -0.084 4610
(0.014) (0.014) (0.020) (0.454)

34 1.102 0.304 0.288 0.262 -0.043 0.000 -0.074 4602
(0.014) (0.014) (0.020) (0.446)

35 1.191 0.304 0.313 0.263 -0.041 0.000 -0.056 4594
(0.015) (0.014) (0.022) (0.484)

Notes: Current income of sons are measured as five-year averages centered around age t.
b(β̂t) hence is the coefficient from regressing the log of this five-year average on father’s
log of lifetime income. λt is from the regression of the log of this five-year average on the

son’s lifetime income.
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Table 8: Summary of estimations of bias for cohorts 1958-1960, seven-year
average of sons’ current income

Age(t) λt β β̂t β̂t/λt b(β̂t) us,it corr(us,it, y∗f,i) Nt

31 0.893 0.309 0.243 0.272 -0.037 -0.000 -0.054 It also exists a 4617
(0.011) (0.014) (0.016) (0.349)

32 0.962 0.308 0.262 0.273 -0.036 0.000 -0.057 4617
(0.011) (0.014) (0.017) (0.349)

33 1.021 0.308 0.287 0.281 -0.026 -0.000 -0.064 4615
(0.011) (0.014) (0.018) (0.364)

34 1.092 0.307 0.310 0.284 -0.023 0.000 -0.058 4612
(0.012) (0.014) (0.019) (0.388)

35 1.155 0.306 0.322 0.278 -0.027 -0.000 -0.047 4605
(0.012) (0.014) (0.020) (0.386)

Notes: Current income of sons are measured as seven-year averages centered around age
t. b(β̂t) hence is the coefficient from regressing the log of this seven-year average on
father’s log of lifetime income. λt is from the regression of the log of this seven-year

average on the son’s lifetime income.
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Figure 17: Age-profiles of estimated biases and residual correlations for co-
horts 1948-49
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Notes: Sons
born 1948-49 with lifetime income from age xx to about xx. Fathers born no later than
1926 with lifetime income observed from age xx to xx.

Figure 18: Age-profiles of estimated biases and residual correlations for co-
horts 1950-51
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Notes: Sons
born 1950-51 with lifetime income from age xx to about xx. Fathers born no later than
1926 with lifetime income observed from age xx to xx.
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Figure 19: Age-profiles of estimated biases and residual correlations for co-
horts 1954-55
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1926 with lifetime income observed from age 34 to 65.
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